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INTRODUCTION
Rationale
The Navy of the future is faced with difficult personnel problems which
could impair manning levels and the effective deployment of human resources
needed to use increasingly complex advanced technology.

Among the officer

cadre of the U.S. Navy and more acutely within sona communities (e.g., Aviation),
retaining top-quality people is of utmost importance.
Current officer shortages are most serious in the 5-12 year experience
range, and it has been predicted that 40% of the officers leave the Navy before
having completed twelve years of service (Robertson, 1975) which, obviously, is
very costly in terms of training and applied future experience.

Some predict

that about 40% of all military personnel leave after their first tour of duty
(Hand et al.,

1977).

Moreover, it is riot enough that the Navy retain total numbers of personnel
or its manpower quota.

It must seek to keep top-quality people and to have a

surplus of personnel from which to be selective.

The Surface Warfare Officer

community (SWO), for example, is experiencing increasing difficulty meeting SWO
retention objectives.

In FY77,

there was a shortfall of some 7 junior officers

and in FY78, they may fall 173 officers short.

This kind of trend seens to be

continuing in FY79 (Holzbach, 1978).
In the Submarines, 2,200 nuclear-trained officers were required in FY79 for
full manning of the nuclear submarine fleet (SSN attack and SSBN ballistic missile submarines).

In spite of a continuation bonus of $15:000 offered for an

additional obligation of four years, the chronic shortage of nuclear-traineu
and qualified line officers persists.

Many Weapons Officer and Navi.gator billets

on nuclear submarines must now be filled by non-nuclear trained officers.

Tne

high officer rete.ation rate considered necessary to adequately man the nuclear
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sumarine fleet, while improved by the bonuses, has never been realized (Powers,
1977).
A recent article in U.S. Navy Proceeding_ (Fisher, 1979) points to five
major reasons why officers resign their commissions.

While this phenomenon is

multi-faceted and depends on each individual, this paper argues that one major
issue in officer retention and productivity is how the Navy c-reer impacts on
and is reacted to by the spouse and the family.

The impact of the spouse/

family on the U.S. Naval officer's career is reported below.
Nature of the Study
The follcwing report is based on research conducted in 1977-78 by the
author and his colleagues on U.S. Naval officers and some Navy wives.

A total

if 154 interviews (see Appendix A), lasting between 45-90 minutes each, were
conducted.

Of those interviewed, 136 subjects also returned questionnaires

(see Appendix B).
Naval officers from five different communities were queried:

"line offi-

cers from the Aviation, Subsurface and Surface Warfare communities, and "staff"
officers from the Civil Engineering Corps and Supply Corps communities.
of its complexity, subgroups of aviators were researched:

Because

those flying in

multi-engine aircraft, helicopters, attack jets and fighter jets.

Five Navy

wives from each of these communities, a total of 25, and their husbands were
studied as couples.
The "verage age of the cfficers in the sample was 31.6 years.

Although 10%

of the population was single, the rest of the group had been married an average
of 8.08 years and had 1.6 children.

About 12% had been divorced.

Only 19% of

th population reported that their wives were Looking for or had full-time outside-the-home employment.
The o.ficers reported having been in the Navy, on the average, for about
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9.93 years.

There were among the subjects researched four Ensigns, sixteen

Lieutenant Junior Grades, sixty-six Lieutenants, sixty Lieutenant Commanders
and eight Commanders.

About 41% of the group queried were coming from a rural

setting, while 32% saw their backgrounds as

,rban/suburban and 16% said they

were raised in many settings or cam from families that were highly mobile
(e.g., military families).

About 4% received their college education at presti-

gious universities, whereas 49% got their degrees at well-reputed institutions
(including the U.S. Naval Academy), 22% graduated from less-known colleges and
25% finished their Bachelors at little-known institutions of higher education.
The general purpose of the study, funded by the Office of Naval Research,
was to investigate from the officer's point of view those career-related factors
which might impact on human resource productivity and officer retention.

New

findings in social psychology, organizational behavior and management (Derr and
Schein, 1979; Van Maanan, 1977; Gaon, 1979) give reason to believe that individual choices in the career have been neglected in research.

They are, of

course, critical factors to be understand since a productive career depends as
much on individual motivation as it does on organizational/occupational opportunity.
Five general categories of "person-career concerns" were investigated:
the match between the employee's career success map and the organization's career
opportunities, the congruence between the person's "career anchor" and the ongoing career paths, the importance of spouse/family concerns for a Naval officer's
career, the extent to which the individual careerist's adult life stage development helped or hindered his progression through the various career stages,
and whether/how organizational politics played a role in career satisfaction and
productivity.
The purpose of this paper is to report on one aspect of the proposed research;
namely, the impact of spouse/family on the U.S. Naval officer's career.

Following
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the reporting of several statistical trends below, a description of the various
spouse/family issues across several career stages is presented.
STATISTICS ABOUT THE OFFICER COUPLES
While twenty-five officer couples were interviewed, only seventeen couples
returned the questionnaire.

Wives were asked to make judgments about what they

believed would constitute a successful career for their husbands, what career
values were preferable for him, the job and job-related wants they would choose
for him to pursue and their perceptions of how he is currently feeling about
his career.
On the "career conc' eps" question (see item A of the questionnaire,
B),

Appendix

there was & range of twleve possible points of difference had one partner

chosen a 1-2-3-4-5 ranking while the other selected a 5-4-3-2-1 ranking.

A

large difference score would have demonstrated considerable dispaxlty between
spouses cn which concept represented career success for the husband.

This, in

turn, has implications because one concept may be more supportive or more antagonistic towards the wife's future plans.

Thus, she could be expected to favor

a career success map which complimented her own orientation (Driver, 1979).
The average difference scores between spouses was 5.375.

It is interesting

to note that six of the couples had difference scores of 8, however.

This indi-

cates key perceptual (perhaps career-goal) differences between those six couples.
A more telling figure is that almost half of the women (7) chose in first place
the same career success concept as their husband and that six other wives selected
their husband's first choice in second place.

The rest of the wives (4)put

their mates first choice for a career success concept in third place.

There

was, therefore, surprising congruence between both spouses on this dimension.
Given that consideranle agreement between spouses existed on husband's
espoused career success, with an assumption that the wife understood the impli-
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cations of her position, it is interesting to underscore the general trend
of these career success concepts.

One officer opted as a first choice for

career loyalty and longevity (concept 3), nine for growth-orientation and
change (concept 4) and three for a second-career emphasis (concept 5).
Three wives chose ascending the hierarchy or advancement (concept 2) as
their first choice, three picked career loyalty and longevity, ten opted for
growth-orientation and change, and one selected a second-career emphasis.
In the total sample of officers who completed the questionnaires (136
persons), the top five career success concepts were ranked as follows:
TABLE 1

Career Success Concept Ranking
Average Score

Rank

1. Growth-orientation and change
2.
3.

*

1.669
2.346
2.934

Ascending the hierarchy
Second-career ephasis

4. Career loyalty and longevity

3.677

5. Career mobility

4.338

Where (1)represents the highest rankings and (5)the lowest.

The couple was also asked to respond to a questionnaire item called a
Career Values Form (see Item B, Appendix B).

The purpose of this instrument

was to compare current career values in an attempt to better ascertain what
"anchored" the officer to his career. Sixteen of the twenty-five couples completed and returned this questionnaire item. Its implications are similar to
those discussed for career concepts.

Table 2 below represents the frequency

distribution of the career values selected as first choices among sixteen officers and their wives.
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TABLE 2
Career Values Rankings: Sixteen Couples
First Choices
Number of
Officers

Number of
Wives

Autonomy (#2)
Helping Others (#3)
Job Security (#4)
Management/Command (#5)
Creativity/Innovation (#6)
Starting The Second Career (#8)
Expertise/Technical Competence (#10)
High Income (#1)
Lots of Free TimE (#7)

3
1
3
2
2
2
3
0
0

3
2
3
3
1
0
4
0
0

Status (#9)

0

0

Career VAlues

Again, there are no surprising value differences between a majority of the
couples.

Table 3 illustrates the rank-ordering by average score for all the

officers who returned questionnaires (N-136) on this item.
TABLE 3
Career Values Rankings: Total Population
Average Score
Career Value (By Rank)

Officers

Management/Comuand (#5)
Job Security (#4)
Expertise/Technical Competence (#10)
Autonomy (#2)
Creativity/Innovation (#6)
High Income (#1)
Starting The Second Career (#8)
Helping Others (#3)
Status (#9)
Lots of Free Time (#7)
* where (1) represents the highest razikinq for the

16 Wives

3.92
4.00
4.00
3.62
4.06
2.44
4.73
5.19
4.50
5.25
5.72
7.19
6.10
6.38
6.21
5.62
7.50
7.94
8.10
8.44
officers and (10) the lowest.

In general, the officers in the sixteen-pair sample follow the general
population trend on preferred career values.

The wives also seem to prefer

for their husbands the t)p four values selected by the officers.

The question

of why more wives did not select for their husbands such values as status, making money, more free time and preparing for their next career venture (which
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would, in turn, have been very supportive of the wives) is puzzling and remains
to be answered.
The wives on a scale of Life Satisfaction (tee Item D, Part B, Appendix B)
reported a relative sense of well-being.

Table 4 below reports the average

scores for sixteen wives responding to the queationnaire.
TABLE 4
Life Satisfaction of Wives
Words

Average Score

Hopeful (v. Resigned)
Free v. Trapped)

1.31
1.31

Secure

1.38

v. Threatened)

Interested (.

Bored)

1.50

Competent (v. Incompetent)

1.50

Pleased (v. Disappointed)
On The Way Up (v.Going Nowhere)

1.81
1.88

Successful (v. tMisuccessful)

1.94

Tense

v. Relaxed)

2.00

Challenged (v. Unfulfilled)

*

2.06

Self-Satisfied (v.Self-Critical)
Intenwive (v.Nonchalent)

2.13
2.31

Competitive (v. Non-Competitive)

2, 56

On a scale of 1-5 where (1) represents feeling more like the first

word and (5) represents feeling more like te parenthesized word.
For the man, there is a similar trend.

Table 5 reports how the 136

officers felt.
TA'JLE 5
Life Satisfaction of Officers
Words

Average Score

Competent (v. Incompetent)

1.49

Hopefal tv. Resigned)
Interested (v. Bored)
On The Way Up (v. Going Nowhere)
Successful Iv. Unsuccessful)

1.57
1.61
1.65
1.78

Competitive (v. Non-Competitive)

1.87

Secure (v. Threatened)

1.88

Free (v. Trapped)

1.90

Pleased (v. Disappointed)

1.95

Relaxed (v. Tense)

1.98

-

ha.lenged (v. Unfulfilled)

1.99

Intensive (v. Nonchalent)
Self-Satisfied (v. Self-Critical)

2.16
2.31

On a scale of 1-5 where (1) represents feeling more like the first
word and (5) represents feeling more like the parenthesized word.
*

The reader will note that, in general, the officers self-report feeling
slightly better about their lives than their wives.

Hcwever, both groups

in the sample are quite positive about most dimensions of their life at this
point in time.
An analysis was undertaken of marital happiness as correlated with numerous other variables (financial security, career objectives being met, good
billets, aging, career concerns,

increased economic burdens, changes in the

spouse, changes in the children, etc.).
tion.

There was little significant correla-

A stepwise regression of marital happiness with various items on the

scales for Life Stage Concerns (Item E, Appendix B),
Part A, Appendix B),
completed.

and Life Satisfaction

Career Satisfaction (Item D,

(Item D, Part B, Appendix B) was

Again, there was little adjusted correlation between variables.

Finally, most couples seemed generally happy in their marriages.

Of the

sixteen paired responses for spouses on a seven-point Likert-scale of marital
happiness, where 7 is "perfectly happy" (see Item F, Appendix B),
score was 5.21.

the average

Of the 136 officer respondents, the average score for reported

marital happiness was 4.923.
The respondents were also asked to judge the amount of marital unhappiness
which would be attributed to the career.

Only 14% of all officers report that

this is 80% or more of the problem, whereas 22% say that the career is related
to 60% or more of their marital problems, 14% of the sample say that it is
attributable to 40% or more of their marital issues and 51% say it is 39% or
less of their spousal difficulties.
From this statistical analysis, it would appear that on the average there
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are few marital problems or stresses between most officer couples.

While our

interviews confirmed the fact that many officers and their wives had positive
feelings about themselves, their spouses, their family situations and the Navy,
there were also special issuii to consider.

These are important in spite of

the general statistical trends.
The difficulties associated with conducting questionnaire research and
making sense of broad statistical analyses have been underscored elsewhere
(Argyris, 19791 Unger, 1975; Lindberg, 1976).

Perhaps the questionnaires were

not well-designed to yield the type of information needed for the study.

Maybe

the respondents reported invalid information. Or, It is possible that they
didn't fully understand the questions being asked.

What is important is that

the interviews, which were a much more personal way to investigate these sensitive prcblems, did produce rich descriptive data which was notably absent in
the questionnaire analysis.
The following sections of the paper, while not contradicting what is
reported above, are descriptive of some of the special concerns faced by U.S.
Naval officers and their wives across their various career stages.

A descrip-

tive model of wife-coping patterns and the place of these in career success is
presented.

CAREER-FAMILY STAGES
The Early-Career Phase
During the early stages of a naval officer's career, typically from
Ensign to Lieutonant Junior Grade, the young careerist must achieve his own
senie of identity through work and adapt to the demands of the organization.
This is the matching period when one takes his first job and given who he is
becoming, attempts to ascertain if he wants to make it a career.

The organiza-

tion, on the other hand, attempts to determine whether the recruit has the

-. l7-10potential to meet its future needs and, if so, encourages him usually by
advancement and attractive assignment,

to stay.

Many careerists and organiza-

tions determine after a trial period that they do not have a good career match.
Other than normal attrition a.s a result of this period, the Navy has some
special problems.

First, Naval officers and their wives must develop a model

of work-family life often unlike that of their parents or other careers that
thay may have observed.

Not only must the officer work very long hours, he

frequently leaves the home for extended tours at sea.

In the case of a fleet

balistic missile (FBM) submarine officer, for example, the family must adjust
to "Daddy" being home for three months and then away for three months.

In the

case of many other officers, a sea tour may last for two weeks to eight months.
Such a tour may be carefully planned or, as in the case of SSN attack submarine
crews, it may come without warning.

Much work on the family difficulties and

problems associated with such separations has been done elsewhere, (Hunter and
Nice, 1978).
There are o~her models in society of frequent travel and long hours (e.g.,
many young business executives), and of on-off work rotations (e.g., airline crews),
what makes the Navy career model so unique is the frequency of travel, the extent
of away-from-home time (up to a year away) and the fact that except for the FBM
officers, one cannot count on extended at-home time in order to compensate for
being away.

Often, the officers just home from a cruise must work very hard while

in port in order to prepare for going back to sea.

Junior officers get more than

their share of the "dirty work" and, thus, perceive of a career pattern which
leaves them little time for anything except dedication to the Navy.
The service juniors, those whose fathers were military and especially Naval
officers, are notably different in this regard.

They seem to have already

formulated expectations about the military career model and to see it in a time
perspective.

They know,

for example,

that the early career period is the worst

in terms of hardships because as they get more senior they are able to pass
on onerous tasks to their juniors.

They know how to adapt during this period.

The wives, especially if they had grown up in military families, know how to
be active outside-the-home when their husbands are away and be available when
their husbands are at home.

In short, they seem to have expectations congruent

with the Navy way of life and are developing effective coping mechanisms.
A related point in adaptation of the marriage and family to the Naval career
during this early phase, is the problem of converting the wife (especially when
she is ignorant of such a lifestyle) to the Navy way.

An mentioned above, most

wives have no expectation of such a consuming model for their husband's career.
Many report that despite some definite advantages, the demands put on them and
the family seem excessive.

On the positive side, some couples come from small rural areas of the country
and from lower-middle-class socio-economic backgrounds.

The Naval officer career

meets their needs for increased status, good pay, job security, and an opportunity to retire at half of base pay, at a relatively young age, and return
"home" to live out their dreams.

It is also perceived as an exciting opportun-

ity, one which would not otherwise have developed, to travel and see the world.
The career, providing the husband performs adequately, is quite secure and
promises steady promotions and pay increases as well as enviable benefits.
On the other hand, report both wives and husbands,

the family separations,

the heavy work loads and long hours, the uncertain schedules, and the eroding
benefits (e.g., the possiblity that the twenty-year retirement option may be
discontinued and the defacto policy of 5% cost-of-living increases in 10% inflationary periods) often seem to offset these advantages.

Moreover, the policy

of frequent moves is perceived as an advantage during the early years of marriaqe
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while children are small and the family is open to new adventures.

Once the

children reach school age. it is perceived as a disadvantage disruptive to family
life.
The marital role adjustments are also difficult during this formative
period. The couple must work out when/if he is the patriarch, who will keep
the finances, the parenting roles when he is at sea and when he is home, her
time at home and away from home and how this corresponds with his schedule.
These are complex and intensive role issues for young couples to resolve.
Another consideration associated with the adjustment phase has to do with
the values and generational conflict being experienced between young officer
couples and their more senior counterparts.

Not only has the Women's Libera-

tion Movement made the younger wives more independent, more assertive when their
needs are not being met and less apt to adopt traditional helping roles subcrdinate to their husband's work, but the more senior officers ana their wives
are likely to view the career from a very different perspective than their more
junior counterparts.
Research now shows that for many younger persons, work is no longer a primary value.

The importance of self/family development and lifestyle are often

more salient values (Emery,
Hall and Hall, 1979).

1977; Rapoport and Rapoport,

1975, 1978; Kanter, 1977;

Younger male careerists are likely to be sharing parenting

roles and household tasks with their wives and wives are apt to be pursuing their
own careers.

Further, many junior navy couples do not view ascending the manage-

ment hierarchy as necessarily correlated with having a successful career; rather;
they are likely to define career-life success as doing work which corresponds
with their personal and family growth cycles, having variety and not being bored,
or being a craftsperson and doing something more and better until one has finally achieved intrinsic pleasure and feels he has left his contribution to society.
Senior Navy couples, on the other hand, often portray career-life values
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which are counter to those just mentioned.

Many seniors proclaim that the fun

of being an officer is to be at sea (away from home), "driving" an airplane,
ship, or submarine; that the essence of the career is subordination of all
else to one's work.

A good Navy wife is often viewed by senior officers as a

type of superwoman who should be able to manage efficiently while the husband
is away but eagerly becomes subordinate when he returns.

She does not complain.

She entertains well, stays physically attractive and mixes socially with other
wives (especially those who are peers and superiors of the husband).

If she

chooses a career of her own, it is to keep herself busy while he is away and
to add income to the family.

Becoming a real estate salesperson, for example,

is seen as an ideal career choice because she can carefully choose her own
hours and quickly adjust her work to a new environment and the demands of his
schedule.
In our research, many junior officers reported that they perceive their
seniors as unsympathetic and even hostile to the new values they espouse.

One

Surface Warfare Lieutenant reported receiving perfect ratings trom a former
Commanding Officer (CO) but with a footnote that "he could becorde CNO if he
and his wife just learned the Navy team concept."

This, he said, meant that

he was great but that they were somewhat deficient as a twosome.

In this case,

the wife was pursuing her own studies and couldn't cope with all that the CO's
wife asked her to do.
A senior Captain in the submarines complained that an Executive Officer
was resigning at fourteen years of service "just because his housewife keeps
bitching."

It was hard for him to understand.

siad, "I don't understand the young wives.
careers.

If

An aviator Commanding Officer

They are ruining these quy- '

they would fall into line, half of my problems would be resolved.

They 3ust need to mature beyond all this Women's Lib crap."
pilot flight instructor exclaimed,

A jet fiifhter

"I'm getting out because as I get

elo,
le
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they also want to include my wife in more activities and she doesn't want to
be in the Navy.

She has her own career."

Thus, the four critical problems curing the adjustment or early phase of
a Naval officer's career ares

(1) whether he feels that there is a good match

between his own career aspirations and the career requirements of the enterprise, (2) whether he and his wife have accepted and come to terms with a different kind of career-family model;

(3) whether the wife has come to accept

the Navy as a way of life where the advantages to the family outweight the disadvantages and where she is prepared for a career which includes her; and (4)
whether the young officer couple will come to accept or at least not be discouraged by the values of their mentors and seniors and whether they will feel
that in spite of minimal compliance in order to be "political" they can still
be who they are, can eventually change things to their liking, or will as they
grow older want to emulate some of the values of successful superiors.
Those in the study who at this first stage of the career seem most content
with family life in the Navy were of several types.

Some were staff officers

(CEC, Supply) where sea duty and family separations are limited.

Some were

bachelors and childless couples where flexibility posed less of a problem.

Other

contented careerists were those couples where the wife was pursuing the kind
of career which allowed her to work intensely while her husband was away and be
at home when he was there.

Where the spouses had both accepteed the Navy model

as a way of life (or already knew it from their early family backgrounds), they
also seemed more apt to be willing to make the Navy & long and productive career.

The Mid-Career Phase
For a Naval officer, one is at mid-career at about the Lieutenant-Lieutenant Commander ranks.

This is normally between eight and fourteen years of ser-

vice and at about ages 27-36.
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Early mid-career is usually a time when one has made some tentative commitment to an occupation or an organization and has been accepted into full membership.

Early in the mid-career, one may be preoccupied with independent perfor-

mance and establishing technical competence.

A typical progression would then

advance the cazaerist to higher levels of responsibility and require him to
succeed via managing other people or achieving excellence through and with others
rather than alone.

The organization eventually decides who among these mid-

careerists it will prepare for future executive positions.

It attempts to weed

some persons out of its ranks rather than making a long-term comitment to them.
Others are allowed to remain as craftsmen and future drones but, while meeting
some baseline criteria for competence, are not valued as "front-runners'! (Dalton,
Thompson and Price, 1977; Schein, 1978).
By this time, many Naval officers and their spouses have already made some
sort of a commitment to staying in the Navy.

The officer has completed about

ten years of service and can retize at twenty years, at a relatively young age,
with half of his base pay.
twenty years.

Thus, the couple commits to remaining for at least

Nevertheless, some do decide to leave at mid-career.

Here are

some of the reasons uncovered.
It is only at about this stage of the career that many experience the
first questioning period of adult life development.

During this questioning

phase, the adult must often contend with feelings of unbalance or with a need
to develop his non-work and non-achievement identity:

being a better father,

being a more considerate and loving husband, pursuing hobbies, engaging in personal growth activities.

The wife, on the other hand, often confronts internal

sentiments associated with moving away from nurturing tasks and towards fulfilling the achievement or work side of her personality in order to get a better
balance.

Thus, this is a period associated with some malaise stemming from a
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need to get one's life into full perspective or balance and, quite often, to
renegotiate the marriage contract as the spouse struggles with similar issues
but, perhaps, from a somewhat different perspective.

For the careerist who

achieved so much of his early adult development through work, it is a pull
towards non-work or a period of questioning what else is needed for more total
identity (Gould, 1972; Levinson, 1978).
Our data indicate that many Naval officers cope with this period by simply
ostponing it.

Their career stage frequently demands very hard work at mid-

career because of the up-or-out policy of having to get selected ",r Lieutenant
Comander or leave the Navy.

Because the fitness reports during this time are

critical to future advancements, not many are willing to risk distractions and
*

non-work orientations.

Those who do stop to honor these unsettling feelings

and qustions often do so because some external crisis forced the issue:

their

wife was so frustrated as to provoke a major marital confrontation, a death of
a

loved on* occured and made them stop to ponder, or they faced *he possibilty

of not advancing to LDCR and had to ask the question "what should I become in
my next career?"

However, some who we encountered had either "found" their new

internal equilibriums by being in an introspective setting during the questioning period (e.g., in a psychology course at the Naval Postgraduate School) or

had experienced a personal crises which demanded that they stop and take heed.
Some were, in fact, considering leaving the Navy at the Senior Lieutenant rank

(%

because they found Navy life incompatible with these newly found lifestyle and

3

family needs.
A second related reason given by some officers for resigning their commissions at such a late period in their careers was that they experienced a critical mismatch between the direction of their Naval career and their newly discovered "career anchor."

At mid-career, usually after 6-10 years of work experience, one is able to
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ascertain basic work needs, values, motives, attitudes, and talents, the culmination ot which tend to anchor him to a particular occupation or organization.
For scme, they possess an internal need to manage an operation with full authority and responsibility.

Others may yearn for basic job security while a third

group, for example, may strive for professional-technical proficiency or becomini. a real craftsman at whatever line of work they are pursuing.

These needs,

vlues, motives, att.itudes, and talents have been called "career anchors" because
they are associated witl one's catreer identity and when they are basically vio-

lated the careerist will usually tend to become very dissatisfied (Schein, 1978),
In this study, we discovered that numerous Naval officers had uncovered
their career anchors at mid-career. Where a mismatch accured between the direction the Naval career was taking and who the careerist had become, two responses
seemed predominant.

Most officers simply decided to defer personal gratifica-

tion until their second (post-military) career.

In other words, they planned

to exercise minimally acceptable performance during the rest of their Navy
career hoping to do well enough to retire &t a respectable rank with a good
retirement salary, but they also anticipated putting much time and energy into
planning and preparing for their second career, which would lead to more fulfillment of their career anchor. However, some officers were sufficiently disturbed

by the mismatch that they

decided to leave the Navy.

Several of the most comn examples of career anchor violations within the
various Naval officer communities were the following.

Aviators, basically oriented

to technical proficiency through flying, feared leaving the cockpit.

Surface

Warefare officers, driven by the need to manage a ship at sea, feared being
promoted to a bureaucratic staff position.

Supply Corps officers, motivated by

stimulating work and a good family life, feared their Washington, D.C. todrs
where it was perceived that they would interact with their families on a much
more restricted basis.

CEC officers also fedred becoming managers and losing
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their technical/professional espertise.
Thirdly, officers left at mid-caceer because the conditions of family life
frequently changed at this stage.

Many families were in the situation of having

young children at home or in elementary school.
rearing are demanding.

These intensive years of child

Coupled with the new societal values for sharing child-

rearing tasks, the wife finds it particularily difficult to have her husband at
sea at this time.

The children also seem wre parent-centered at this stage

wanting time to interact with both parents and find long separations very difficult.
Fou.rth, at mid-career is when the Navy wife most typically becomes more
active as a partner in her husband's career.

During the early-career phase,

she was asked mainly to give unquestioned support.

That is, he was establishing

his teclhical competence and was so involved at work, partly because it met
his own identity needs, that his wife was askid mainly to pick up the loose
ends at home, not complain and provide for her husband a peaceful refuge from
the daily pressures.

For example, when younger officers are asked h)w their

wives can be helpful in their career, they usually say "by not complaining."
By late mid-career, however, Lieutenant Coumanders are often in charge of
major departments or are Executive Officers.

They are expected to accomplish

most of their tasks by working with people.

To be promoted, they should enter-

tain and be active in Navy social life.

They realize that advancement beyond

the rank of Commander will depend in large measure on many informal criteria
("politics") and that they are likely to be judged as a couple for higher position. The role of the wife changes at mid-career from that of unquestioning
supporter to that of active manager of the family's social obligations.
asked to help create the family image so that her husband appears as ',d
tial for senior officer material.

She is
poten-

While on occasion she may not directly help
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her husband in a given billet, her actions--or lack of them--can certainly hurt
his career image.

She should begin to involve herself with other senior officer

wives and to entertain (Kanter, 1978).
In our research, we found some officers at this career stage who perceived

that their wives were questioning this new social role.

Some wives were push-

ing for severance from the Navy or at least a minimal commitment to it because
of the pressures being placed on them.

This was one reason given for leaving

at a more senior level.
Having focused thus far on the reasons for resigning a commission at midcareer, the paper will now highlight a descriptive model of wife types which

seemed to emerge during this period (partly in response to the new set of
problems described above).

Table 6 below describes the five wife types.
TABLE 6

Types of Navy Wives at Mid-Career
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waiting their turn and expecting much support from their husbands after retiremant, the husbands were often preparing to pursue an active second career and did
not see themelves as primarily supporting their wife' s efforts or expectations.
Another problem was that many of these women seemed to harbor anger and impatient
feelings at having to wait in order to achieve their goals.
Vie Cdreerist wives seemed most at odds with the Navy career pattern and
with their husband' s career aspirations.

In fact, the women in this category,

a rather small percentage of the sample, were judged to be experiencing great
dissatisfaction with the status quo.
mates with ultimatiums:

They were most likely to present their

"It' s the Navy or me I"

their marriages for more independence.

They seemed prepared to risk

Most could not see how they could pursuae

a viable career of their choice and be part of the Navy system which includes
frequent moves, little husband help and demands extensive support from them for~

]

the husband's career.

As expected, the Blind Supporters, Accommodators, and Insiders seemed to
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be the most ideal companions for Naval officers.
An analysis of the twenty-five wife interviews (five from each of the Navy

Is

sub-communities which were studied) and the perceptions of the officers about
their wives attitudes, also reveals that while all five categories of spouses
mentioned above seems to exist in every Navy comhunity, dominant styles seem
to vary somewhat by community.

Table 7 below illustrates the dominant type

in which a majority of the wives per each sub-community were judjed to belong.
TABLE 7

Types of Navy Wives By Sub-Comunity
COMMUNITY
Model Type

AVIATION

SURFACE

SUBMARINE

X

X

X

SUPPLY

CEC

Blind

Slppo.ter
Deferred

Gratifier

X

X

Careerist
Accommodator

X

X

Insider
It is not surprising that the stringent work requirements for line officers
in the surface, subsurface and air comunities demand a supportive spouse.

in-

deed, these are the major communities areas of critical officer shortages in
the Navy and, concomitantly, where the demands on the family for support are the
greatest.
The Suppiy Corps seems the most "political" of the communities we studied
and we suspect that the informal requisites for promotion are in part linked to

the role of the wife as a supportive part of the officer couple team. On the
other hand, as a staff officer who is seldom at sea or separated from his family,
the Supply Corps officers interviewed reported to be returning support to wives

.-

W-
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who were Accomiodators.

In the Civil Engineering Corps, more spouses appeared

to be involved in balancing their own careers with those of their husbands than
in any other sub-community.
In gene-.al, however, some other factors affected individual wives across
all communities and need to be highlighted because of their impact on officer
retention and productivity in the Navy at mid-career.

These points are:

(1)

younger women seem better educated, more motivated and attach greater value
to pursuing a career at some point in their lives than do older spouses (over
thirty-five),

(2) the erosion of military pay and benefits as part of the general

economic condition of inflation along wit

the post-Vietnam War cutbacks, encour-

age many officer couples to consider her career as an important source of additional family income, (3) the Women's movement has changed the attitudes of many

Navy wives towards seeking their own self-identities via some sort of outsidethe-home occupation and (4)

the officers themselves show an increasing willing-

ness to change their preconceived ideas about their wife's role in the Navy
career, to allow her to be less suppportive and even assume that her lack of
support should not matter in his career, and to be more actively supportive of
her own outside-the-home pursuits (e.g., in sharing with the child care so that

she can be more active).
The idea of deferring gratification in the present (when the current career

is diseatisfying) and until the post-Navy career, introduces the next major issue
for officers at mid-career:

whether to invest in the Naval or the second career.

Derr has written elsewhere about this career transition phenomenon (Derr, in
press); but, in general, some officers at late mid-career simply decide to "do
my twenty years" at a level of minimal commuitment and begin to invest their
time and energy in their next career ventures.
Many of these persons become disenchanged with the Navy.

They might dislike
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the nature of the work.

Their wives and families may be dissatisfied.

Perhaps

their career anchors have been violated (e.g., the pilot who is technically
oriented but must switch from cockpit to administration).

Or a combination of

all these factors may enter into their career malaise and cause them to withdraw their energy and become second-career oriented.
Others simply perceive that there are greater benefits attached to preparing
for their second careers (which may be years away) than for actively pursuing
their Navy careers.

Another segment of this group, unlike those who have become

"turned off" to the Navy, believe that their opportunities for a successful
military career are limited. They perceive that it would be wiser to change
their career direction.

Some of the interviewees in this category had already

been passed over once by the Selection Board and were expecting to be involuntarily retired in the near future.

For most, however, there is a commitment to

*tiring honorably and at a high enough rank so as to enjoy the benefits of retirement (half of highest base pay).
It is important to understand the distinction between those who are secondcareer oriented by choice and those who are not.

The voluntary second-careerists

and those who are attempting to pursue both their military and second careers with
equal vigor, are likely to strive for both some level of second-career competence
and advancement in their military careern. They seem equally concerned about
both careers (tha Navy and the next venture) whereas the involuntary secondcareerists clearly put their second career in first priority.

This is manifest

in how they use their time, energy, and planning moments and how they articulate
their priorities.
For example, one officer at the Naval Postgraduate School was busy searching
a new career because he had been denied promotion on the first round of the Selection Bodrd.

He was a Civil Engineering Corps officer and had not succeeded at

demonstrating proficiency as an architect.

Moreover, this involuntary second-
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careerist had decided that he did not like and was not, in fact, particularly
talented at architecture and he was busy using all of his time exploring other
career options.
Another voluntary second-careerist was a Surface Warfare office whose goal
was a Ph.D. in Management.

He worked hard to influence his detailer to give

him billets which allowed him to be near University centers.
to teach at the junior college level.

He was preparing

He also read extensively in his field and

wrote about relevant aspects of his naval experience to demonstrate before retirement his academic competence by publishing several articles.

He was to retire

after twenty years as a Lieutenant Coumander, having chosen jobs during the last
seven years of his military service which were not career-enhancing for his
Navy occupation.

A third example of a voluntary second-careerist was that of an aviator
Lieutenant Commander who had accumulated fourteen years of service.
preparing earnestly for a career in real estate in San Diego.

He was

His plan was to

find some way to remain in that geographical area in order to work part-time,
At the same time, he wanted

get his Broker's license and manage his investments.
to retire as a Commander with twenty years of service.

He also had as his goal

to do well enough on the job and appear caree':-motivated enough so ab to attain
the rank of Commander while, simultaneously, pursuing his second career.

Thus,

he saw himself as equally dividing his energy between the two career objectives.
On retaining comissioned officers in the service at mid-career, two points
are worth mentioning.

First, this is the period when a Lieutenant must either

qualify for advancement to LCDR or leave the Navy.

At miA -career is the last

practical point when the organization can choose to retain or let go an officer.
While those who are involuntarily retired at this point experience, with their
families, numerous career adjustment problems, it is in part up to the organization to exercise it best options.

Should it, for exunple, expunge

,twsewhose
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wives are Careerists or Deferred Gratifiers?

Does it appear as if an officer

is more second-than-Navy career oriented?
Second, in those communities where the employment market in the corresponding civilian world allows for switching jobs from the military to a civilian
employer, the above mentioned family and self-dvelopment issues weigh heavily
as major reasons for officers leaving the Navy.

Our research underscores that

such is certainly the case in two of the critical officer shortage areas:
pilots and nuclear-trained submariners.

for

Nuclear-trained submarine officers can,

if they choose, transition to jobs of equal pay and status in the nuclear power
industry.

Pilots are now being hired by the civilian airlines to replace World

War II airline pilots facing the mandatory retirement age.
Should the officer switch his attention and energy from the Navy career to
a preparation for the second career, this could be a problem.
The disipation of energy from the Navy to elsewhere could be a major problem
in maintaining productive officer executives. This is the danger when deferred
gratification occurs.

Although the officer couple may be "psychologically

present" at some level of commitment and not "rocking the boat," their career
energy is elsewhere,

They become "warm bodies" but not vital human resources.

In sunmary, the major reasons why Naval officers retire at mid-career
appear to be (1) the impact of chinging spousal and family demands on the officer
himself, (2) this along with his own internal self-development transitions (maybe
prodded by a response to these pressures) as he questons his life to date and
tries to get better balanced,

(3) the mismatch between his newly confirmed

career anchor and the Navy's future career opportunities and (4) the requirements
for & changing role for the wife and her acceptance or rejection of those new
ddmands.

Much of the success of this transition period will depend on the

orientation of the wife.

Five types of wives are listed above and it has been
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pointed out that given the current demands on most Naval officers for career
success, Blind Supporter, =nsider, and Accommodator wives seem preferable if
such success is the goal.
On the other hand, for numerous reasons mentioned above, the social forces
are pushing Navy wives towards more of a career orientation.

Deferred Gratifiers

and Accoimodators could become a problem for the Navy in that husbands will be
forced to become more accomodative themselves in order to give their wives ample
opportunities to prepare for and engage in work and, consequently, the officers
will normally be less willing at some point to be totally devoted to their own
careers.

Careerists wives could be a serious problem for the Navy because it

would be very difficult to envisage the full pursuit of the officer's career
when he must share responsibilities and support for his spouse's career.
Late-Career Phase

Most of those queried in the study are at the rank Ensign-Lieutenant Commander; thus, there are fewer persons in the sample considered to be in the
senior officer or late-career phase (Commander, Captain, Admiral).

However, we

have studied a number of senior LCDR's (26) and some Conanders (8)and of those
sampled, twenty-three have sixteen or more years of service.

Given that a typical

career lasts twenty years (certainly no more than twenty-six years), there is
come basis to conment on this phase of the Naval officer career pattern.

Also,

numerous implications can be drawn from other research and theory.
The critical issues at late-career seem to be, first, how to adjust as an
4eecutive couple wherein there are increased expectations and responsibilities;
second, how to actually transist from the initial career and Navy life to a
second career as a civilian; third, how to cope with a possible mid-life adult

crisis.
As an executive couple, the status of most senior Naval officers and their
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wives, there are increased demands for entertaining and representing the organization at ceremonial and social occasions (Konter, 1978).

Many Navy executive

wives have functions of their own related to their husband's career, such as,
organizing and helping to care for other wives when the men are at sea, helping
to create a tightly-knit group between wardroom families, overseeing some Navy
Wives Club activities, making ceremonial and social appearances and helping to
care generally for the welfare of the families under her husband's command.

An

Admiral's wife, for example, can be quite influential on matters associated with
housing, medical care, the Officer's Club and recreational activities.

Growing

into this new role is one issue for the wife in the late-career phase.
It may be useful to project the various late-career issues for the five
types of Navy wives identified earlier.

These could signal potential family

problems which will help us to better understand some of the major careerfamily dilemmai impacting on Naval officer productivity at 14te-career.

First,

the Blind Supporter often discovers at late-career that her support has returned
dividends for her husband's career in the form of higher rank.

Consequently,

she must assume an executive wife role and will probably become more visible
as an individual in this role, rather than continue as a purely supportive
ixtension of her husband. This is a period when she may need to learn new skills
and behaviors in order to continue as an effective mate (executive spouse) and
it could either be challenging or traumatic for her.
We have mentioned above the major problems for the Deferred Gratifier at
late-career.

In brief, she must now cope with the realities of transisting to

civilian life and these may not match her original expectations.

She must also

take concrete measures to meet the expectations which can be salvaged and to
prepare for the next phase of life.

Thus, she is likely to be busy, challenged

but, also, f:ustrated by the mismatch between old expectations and new realities.
The Careerist may become less anxious as she now sees near-term possibili4ties

7t".

1i
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for enhancing her own career.

This assumes, of course, that the marriage is

still in tact since we are assuming that the officer remained in the Navy until
Late-career. The Careerist is not likely to have played the executive wife
role very well in the earlier career phases and it is, therefore, doubtful that
her husband could have gotten very high rank since the top executive roles are often

However, if by chance he has

designed for a careerist and his support person.

progressed up the hierarchy, she may be forced to become a "Navy wife" and have
to eoerience the inner-stress which may come from such external pressure.
The Accoumodator, on the other hand, should make a smooth transition to
late-career.

She may now make the choice between her family or her career

role and neither choice should result in a crisis.

She is likely to transist

back and forth between family, her husband's career roles and her own career
with apparent ease--emphasizing one or the other as the situation demands.
Insiders will also do well at late-career.

If they too are wives and also

Naval officers, they will be looking forward to retirement and may experience
the same career transition and mid-life crisis as their husbands.

Most of

them will be seasoned Navy spouse veterans, however, who saw their parental
families cope during this period and who have by now years of their own experi-

ence*.

They would be able to adjust quite easily to the role of "first lady"

or "CO's wife."

On the other hand, they might experience the problem of having

known military life for so long that they feel anxious about civilian status.

Thus, the actual second career transition period and the mental and physical
preparations for it could be traumatic.
A sorawhat more controversial problem for officers will be trying to cope
with the upcoming career transition.

Must must finally decide their next career

venture based on some intuitive sense of what they do well, what kind of work
they enjoy, in what geographical setting they wish to settle, what monetary needs
they have, what job flexibility they desire in order to accommodate to their
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spouse's and children's needs and what lifestyle concept they hold for the 45-60
year age period in their lives.
compromise.

This choice normally results in some form of

Making the decision often provokes long discussions, even arguments,

with one's spouse, children, relatives, and friends.

Planning is critical.

For some, they will naturally transist to similar jobs in civilian life (e.g.,

nuclear submarine officers to nuclear industry, CEC architect to an architectual firm, computer analyst to another computer job).
For many, especially for line officers, it will be a career switch since

their primary activitiy as an officer is that of a general "commander" who
rotates every two to three years between his military specialty (e.g., on a
ship, in a squadron) and a more general management support position (e.g., project management, personnel, financial management).

The military jobs which

have the most second-career potential are frequently short-lived opportunities
of, perhaps, two divided tours of duty in a whole military career.

For example,

an Organization Development Specialist might spent three years as an internal
consultant at a Human Resource Management Center, 7o back to sea duty, go to
another shore billet, back to sea and, finally, go u,1o a policy position in
administering OD program..

Moreover, one's specialty training (e.g., Naval

Postgraduate School) normally takes place at mid-career and may be somewhat
obsolete by the time the officer retires.
A related issue is how to continue to perform credibly as a senior Naval
officer while simultaneously conducting an active search and then preparing
to transist into the next career.

Balance is critical for the late-careerist.

While a number of billets are second-career enhancing (e.g., graduate education,
training as a technician),

they may not be career enhancing in the military.

For line officers, the military tends to reward one for having seived in combat,
on ships, with the troops, or in some directly defense-related activity.

The

support activities are seen as necessary but not as critically important, as
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many of vhbse

€ictivities could be accomplished by civil service.

Becoming

highly specialized, by becoming very knowledgeable in one's field, is somewhat
suspect.

It is, therefore, often difficult to pursue the current and secondary

career simultaneously and sometimes,

to the extent one can influence the situa-

tion, one must seize on a seconO career opportunity at the expense of his military career.

The closer one is to retirement, the truer this is.

The third important issue tor officers and their families during the late-

career stage is how to cope with normal personal problems associated with aging.
Many persons durinq the ages 40-50 experience a change in their subjective state
(feelings) and are unable to cope with life's problems in the same way as
before.

They are searching a new sense of direction as well as new coping

mechanismi.

Much of this mid-life crisis can be attributed to coming to terms

with one's career and life, the realization that life is not endless and more
than half oiar and the corresponding need to accept the past and plan out the

future (Derr and Schein, 19781 Gould, 1972, Levinson, 19781 Vaillant, 1977).
Some reasons which tend to "trigger" this type of menapause aro (1) coming
to terms with signs of physical deterioration or ill-health, (2) experiencing
a career plateau (when one's work is boring or regarded as wchallenging) or
coming face-to-face with the fact that they will not likely achieve all that
they had hoped, and (3)being confronted with significant changes in the society
or in the family situations.
On this latter point, marriages which have endured some twenty years may
undergo increasing strain as both partners experience physical and psychological
changes.

A wife who is a Deferred Gratifier may, for example, be starting a

neow life in earnest and relatively unsympathetic or unurturing regarding her
husband's personal trauma.

She is up while he is down.

Or, a spouse of any

type may be working on her own "turning points" having to do with her new role
in life as children leave the nest and her problems may compound those of her

I
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husband. Another too common scenario is that one or the other partner becomes
at this age involved in a brief sexual affair with someone who is younger in
F

an attempt to recapture his/her own youth.
The changing social trends (e.g., Women's Liberation or an economic recession) and coming to terms with maturing children are also potential triggers
which set off the mid-life crisis.

Evans and Bartolome (1978) discovered

among European business executives that these were typically the years most
preoccupied with questions related to one's concern, guilt and stance vis a vis
the teenage kids. Watching a child become rebellious and, perhaps, alter his
values from your own can be a painful experience.
It is hypothesized in the research done to date on this phenomenon that
those who postpone the regular adjustments of life such as the first questioning
and balancing period mentioned above during mid-career (ages 28-34), will encounter
a more sever adaptive period later on.

This inquiry was not part of the study,

but it was uncovered among junior Naval officers (while many of their wives
tend to defer gratification) a tendency to defer the balancing period because
of the intensive career demands of the organization at that particular time.
To raise such questions would be futile, even painful, because the organizational
demands would not permit one to do much about the problem. Thus, it could
be hypothesized that senior Naval officers near retirement (where their lives
are in flux anyway and where these changes could well trigger a personal crisis)
will experience a relatively difficult mid-life transition period.

There is some anecdotal evidence that this may be the case.

Medical facili-

ties, alchohol rehabilitation centers and military social workers are said to
treat an abnormally high percentage of Captains and Admirals undergoing severe
emotional stress shortly after retirement.

It stands to reason that those who

made it to the top and whose internal competetive reward system and career orientation ("hard-charging" worker) demanded that they postpone many personal and
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family matters until retirement, would experience some sort of trauma once confronted by the personal issues they had been postponing.

The military is also

unique as an organization in that it forces its people to retire at the period
of their lives in which many of these crisis-provoking questions are being
asked.
A related issue particularly relevant to the military is the notion of
adjusting to the realities of postponing gratification.

If,

as our research

indicates, many officers and their spouses are not satisfied during much of
their career but are, instead, waiting for the retirement period to live out
their dreams, then what sorts of problems does this attitude pose as retirement
draws near?
This is the period during which the wives, identified in our study as
Deferred Gratifiers during the mid-career phase, may begin to call in the "old
debts."

In order to meet her own deferred needs, the wife may be relying on

her husband's future support and accommodation to her new career or career
plans. Our research also indicates, however, that the officers are planning
at retirement to work long and hard at their new career ventures--ones often
based on career anchors discovered at mid-career--towards which they are looking
forward with great anticipation.

He is, in turn, going to need his wife's

support in order to start his second career. While deferred gratification may
make for ne of the more successful marital adjustments in the early- and midcareer lbase, it is suggested that this coping style may be a definate liability
to mars :al adjustment in the late-career pha;e.
In summary, the late-career phase presents it own special problems--again
closely Lntertwined with outside-the-job concerns (5elf-wife-family).

First,

there is the issue of how to adapt to a new executive couple role--which
greatly iniolves the wife and the success of which will gre.ktly affect future
promotions.

Second, the officer and his wife are usually quite involved in
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searching, deciding, and preparing for the post-Navy career.

Third, the officer

himself must cope with the possibility of a mid-life crisis.

This will greatly

impact on his family if it materializes, and it will impact on the Navy if it
happens before actual retirement.
Of the five wife types mentioned at mid-career, the Accommodators and
Insiders seem the most apt to cope effectively at late-career.

Blind Supporters

will be forced into now and perhaps unsettling roles as their husbands become
top executives.

Careerists will be asked to play executive wife roles which

they never intended and which impinge on their own aspirations.

Deferred Grati-

fiers will be busy preparing for the future, rather than acting in the present
role, and are likely to experience some frustrations at the gap between past
expectations and current realities.

CONCLUS ION

In conclusion, the preliminary results of our research indicate that
there are three major phases in the Naval Officer's career, these being the
Early-Career Phase, the Mid-Career Phase, and the Late-Career Phase.

Marital

and family adjustment figures prominantly in all three phases with these concerns accelerating in the mid- and late-career stages.

Making plans for trans-

ition to a second career or viewing the Navy career as a temporary step in a
life-long work history emerges in mid-career and peaks in the late-career phase.
The mid-life crisis, with the personal issues inherent in the crisis and it's
resolution,

appears in the late-career phase and may be compounded by the vol-

untary or involuntary termination of the Naval career and the marital and family
adjustments of this Period.
In early-career, one of the most difficult challenges for the officer
couple is that of accepting the Navy way of life, with its separations, its long
hours devoted to work and its assumptions that the Navy career should be pervasive and all else subordinate to it.

This issue is especially important for
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the wife.

Whether or not she can make such an adjustment seems highly cor-

related with whether the officer will remain in the service (at least while he
remains married to her).

The problem is compounded by the changing social

trends and values tending away from work as the dominant concern and towards
role-sharing and career-sharing as women experience the impact of Feminism on
society.
At mid-career the officer is more sure of his career anchor and has somehow come to terms with the first important adult life passage (the questioning
period).

He might conclude that he will stay in the Navy (1) because the Navy

is the best setting in which he can be fulfilled or (2) because he wants the
retirrent benefits which come with serving twenty years and views the Navy
partly as a vehicle for transisting to his chosen (second) career.
However, family issues become more acute at this career stage.

The wife

is, herself, often experiencing a life change and may choose to be less supportive
and more career or outside-the-home involved as she seeks to balance her nurturing side with her achievement needs.

The children are aging and requiring more

intensive parentIng.
At the late-career phase, the key issues for officer families are those
of becoming less mobile in order to provide more stability for the older children,
planning in earnest the realities of career transition at retirement, growing
into the executive role (including Executive Wife), and confronting the issues
of aging (perhaps of a mid-life crisis).
In general, the most salient conclusion is that there is a strong link at
all three stages between the dynamics of family life and officer productivity.
The impact of the pressures and influences of the spouse on her off.cer husband
cannot be overemphasized.

Some key problems felt by most of the wives inter-

viewed were those of family separations when the men go off to sea, too frequent
moves which disrupt children's schooling, and how to best cope given her the
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career aspirations.
Needed Research
More information is needed about the problems of iate-career and how couples
and families transist from their military to their civilian careers.
Whether the wife models discovered in this study are, indeed, generalizable
to the entire Navy wife population and to other settings should be investigated.
Some underlying questions are (1) what are virious spousal styles which impact
on the aspirations and performance of the careerist and (2) how do these styles
help or hinder the careerist at the various career stages?
Finally, the whole issue of adult life levelopment which comes into play
at mid-career needs further study.

What is of importance to those interested

in career development issues is what are the implications for the careerist
and what impact are the life transitions of the spouse likely to have on him/her?
In the U.S. Navy, these issues seem especially relevant for the study of officers who are in the 12-20 year experience range.

.[4
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APPENDIX A

I.

What is your definition of a Successful
career?

Code

That is, what will determine
for you at the end of your career whether or
not it has been successful?

2.

As you are awaze, you will retire one day.

How do you see your second or nonNavy career? Do you know yet what you will do? Have you done much planning
for it? Do you see retirement as a necessary evil or an exciting opportunity?

I

-2

-2
I1

L.W81t Vw* YOM ambtions or long ranq goals when you started your career?
Have they changed? When? Why?

k

b.

What kinds of billets do you prefer most
of work situations)?

-3-

a"g,
e, shore and specific typs

c.

What are things you look for in a good billet, thin s that are important to
you?

:I'

d.

As you look back over your career thus far, identify some times you have
especially enjoyed. What about those times did you enjoy?

-4-

e.

Identify som tims you did not especially enjoy.
not enjoy?

f.

Have you ever pushed hard to resist or chage a particular ausigment?

What about them did you

Why?

-I
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1.

Do you have a strategy for advancing your career? Could you pleow* share
sa of it so I can better understand how people in your comnity influence
the career?

2. Is it important or helpful to have "sponsors" (more senior officers who try
to exert influence in your behalf) and what role do they play?

3. In this regard do you think that getting on the good side of your current CO

is most important, or is it critical to get as your sponsor a long tarm mentor
who will look out for you no matter what? Or, is it important to have both
kinds of sponsors?

-7-

4.

What in a good strategy for relating to Peers and wehat role do they play in a
person'sa career?

5.

Can your spouse play a critical role?

If so, how'?

6.

What will be the most ipozrtant combination of factors in advancing your
military career (e.g., billets, fitness reports, politics)?

Un-SrAGN ZITRVACES
1.

Please talk about your childhood as it relates to you having chosen this caxrer.
What were your early interests in high school? What was your major or concentration in college? Why did you choose that area? How did you feel about it?
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2.

which people,

if anY, played key roles in influencing you to choose
a military
Carew?

3. Why did you choose a milibary career?
sta-es?

Initially?

At the various re-tnlistment

4.

How long do you plan to remain?

What rank would you like to attain?

I

--

Il-

6.

Are you experiencing any changes in your own life style or values which might
conflict with your car w (e.g.,

questioning working such long hours, being

away at **a# feeling unfulfilled)?

Ziplain.

II

II

7.

Do you think much about not making your career goals? If you do not reach them,
how are you likely to handle this? Will you feel unfulfilled?

kl

I

4
i

1
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1.

Is your spouse experiencing any changes which could affect your career?

2.

In what ways miht the organization fail to m"et your -hanqing personal/family
needs? Row will this impact on your desire to actively pursuo your career?
Bow w.ll this impact on your satisfaction with your career?

-13-

3.* Do you think it in possible for both husband and wife to pursue careers outside
the horne if one of the is in the military?

4.* How axe career goal conflicts resolved in your family?

-14-

APPENDIX B

NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
NC4(54Dr)/sm
12 August 1977

K

Department of Administrative Sciences

Dear Participant:
Thank you for your cooperation in this research project. Attached
is a questionnaire which attemts to ask some of the questions from the
interview in a more systematic and private way. Ultimately this research
could help to influence Navy policy on career development issues.
can assure you that absolute confidentiality will be maintained in

this research project.

These results will be reported in term of the

responses as a whole for the group of Naval officers and their spouses
participating in #.he study.
It is important that you answer each question as honestly as possible.
The answers should reflect your own true feelings and not what you think
others expect of you. Please give your own opinions and do not consult
with your husband or wife.
Thank you again for your important contribution to the understanding
of the more "personal" aspects of a Navy officer's career.

C17ook~wrr"
Study Director
Enclosures
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A. Career Concepts
*Wives should give their own answer about their husband's career.
That is,what are your concepts for what would constitute a
successful career for your husband?
ISTRUCTIONS: Described below are several different concepts of a successful career. Please rank order them according to what you consider important
in your own idea of a successful career (generally, whether or not this
matches your own career pattern). Mark them (1)to (5)with (1)representin the concept that is most important to you for career success,
and (5)the one which least corresponds to your ideal version of career
success.

A career change here refers to switching professions or the nature of the
work itself (e.g. becoming a salesman when you were an architect) as
opposed to changing Jobs (e.g. driving a truck for a different project or
doing the same thing for a new company).
Rank Order
1.

a person who makes frequent career changes in order
to remain mobile, independent, free and uncommitted

2. a person who aggressively seeks to ascend up the
hierarchy and increase his rank and pay
3. a person who loyally, faithfully and tenaciously
pursues a life-long career (whether or not he
advances up the hierarchy)
4. a person who is arowth-oriented and periodically
seeks new adventures and career changes corresponding to his new life stage
S. a person who retires from his first career early,
with some financial security, and then pursues a
second career corresponding to his new life stage

2

B. Career Values Form
*Wives should answer this question for their husband's career. What
do you prefer for his career?
Listed below are 10 values related to life/career planning. We would like
you to compare each value with the others using the comparison table below.
For example, look at value #1 (High income-making lots of money) and
compare it with #2 (Independence--being your own boss). If #1 is more
However, if being your

important to you than #2, then circle the T.

own boss is more important to you than making lots of money, then
I
1
circle the 2 like this: eA). Move on to the next two numbers S .
Compare value #1 with val&ue #3. If value #1 (High income) is more
importat to you than value #3 (Helping others), then circle #1 like
Or, if value #3 is more important to you than #1, circle
Continue through the rows of numbers, comvalue #3 like this: (.
this:

.

paring each pair of numbers, circling the number of the more important

value each time.
COPARISOM TABLE

VALUES
1. High Income-Making lots of money

1 1

2. Independence-Being your own boss

2

3. Helping others

1

1

1

1

1
T

1

7
2

2

2

2 2
7,

2

2

~T

~

4. Career and job secruity

'6

T* "9

9

7

5. Managing others and administering activities, command

5

5
7

5

5
1

5
T

6- 6
7 9

6
f

6
T

7

7

6. Creating or inventing new
things or ideas, innovation
7. Having a job with lots of
8.

Retiring early and starting
a second career

9.

Having a job that has high
social importance

10.

7

TU

time off
8
9

8
10

9
10

Becoming technically outstanding
and expert in your field
3

C. Values Clarification
*Wives should give their own opinions about the values they prefer for
their husband's career. That is,what do you think should be the
five most important job wants inhis career.
Please circle from the following list the five job wants most important to
you. Then rank order them from most (1)to least important (5).
challenge

-leadership

variety

education/training

responsibility

advancement

power

fun work

-

expertise

independence

autonomy

travel

status

early retirement

security

esthetics

innovation

low pressure
other (list)

Now please circle from the following list the five job-related wants most
Important to you. Then rank-order them from most (1)to least (5)
important.
*Wife, reinterpret the question as follows: What are the five jobrelated wants mos, important to you about your husband's career?
type of business/activity

-

friends at work

size of organizatior
hours worked

rural community

free time

metropolitan

benefits

cost of living

geographic location

comuting distance

physical facilities

attitudes of management

proximity to extended
family

suburban community

D. Career - Life Satisfaction
Part A. How You Feel About Your Career (or, if you are the wife, how do you
think your husbind feels about his career)
INSTRUCTIONIS: Below is a list of pairs of words which can be used to
describe how people feel about their career as it has thus far unfolded,
Please mark the space between the two words which comes closest to your
feelings. The further you mark a space in either direction means that your
feelings about your career are more like that word. Remember only one
mark per line.
1

2

3

4

5

Secure

Threatened

Bored

Interested

Tense

Relaxed

Challenged

Unfulfilled

Intensive

Nonchalant

Going Nowhere

On The Way Up

Trapped
Pleased

Free
Disappointed

Incompetent

Competent

Competitive

Non-Competi ti ve

Self-Satisfied

Sel f-Cri ti cal

Successful

Unsuccessful

Hopeful

.

.

.

.

.-

Resigned

Extremely
Important
10.

Not At All
Somewhat of
Important An Issue
So-So Important

feeling that I may
not achieve my military career goals

1

2

3

4

5

being worried about
my sexual performance

1

2

3

4

5

feeling more burdened economically
by increased financial responsibilities

1

2

3

4

5

13. desiring more socloemotional closeness
with family & friends

1

2

3

4

5

11.

12.

14.

feeling that the demands of my current
career prevent me
from fulfilling my
emotional needs

-

1

2

3

4

5

15. being concerned generally about the
current direction of
change in my spouse
(e.g. she now wants to
pursue a career, she
is pushing her independence, she is more
promiscuous)

1

2

3

4

5

16. being concerned about
the direction of
change in one or more
of my children (e.g.
they are pursuing
courses of action I
don't like, don't agree
with, or think will
bring them harm).

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

17.

being concerned about
the direction of
change in society

8

F. Marital-Career Concerns
INSTRUCTIONS: Marriage can have a profound effect on the degree of
questions are designt;d to measure marital adjustment.
*Wives should answer for themselves.

How happy are you?

1. Circle the dot on the scale line below which best describes the
degree of happiness, everything considered, of your present marriage. The
middle point "happy" represents the degree of happiness which most people
get from marriage, and the scale gradually ranges on one side to those few
that are very unhappy and on the.other, to those few who experience extreme
happiness in marriage.

S

0

Very
Unhappy

0

0

Happy

0

0

0

Perfectly
Happy

2. How much of your marital unhappiness do you estimate is related
to your career? *Ifyou are the wife, rephrase the above question to read:
--- is related to your husband's career?
Please check one of the following:

80% or more
60% or more
40% or more
20% or more

Less than 20%

3. On a scale of 1-5, how influential is your wife in helping you make
career decisions? *Ifyou are the wife, rephase the abovequestion to read:
how influential do you believe you are in helping your husband to make
career decisions?

Not at all
Influential

Very
Influential
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